Unique growth strategy in the Earth’s first trees revealed in silicified fossil trunks from China
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Cladoxylopsida included the earliest large trees that formed critical components of globally transformative pioneering forest ecosystems in the Mid- and early Late Devonian (ca. 393–372 Ma). Well-known cladoxylopsid fossils include the up to ~1-m-diameter sandstone casts known as *Easpermatopterus* from Middle Devonian strata of New York State. Cladoxylopsid trunk structure comprised a more-or-less distinct cylinder of numerous separate cauliine xylem strands connected internally with a network of medullary xylem strands and, near the base, externally with downward-growing roots, all embedded within parenchyma. However, the means by which this complex vascular system was able to grow to a large diameter is unclear. We demonstrate—based on exceptionally well-preserved cladoxylopsid fossils with extensive preservation of cellular anatomy from the early Late Devonian (Frasnian, ca. 374 Ma) of Xinjiang, China—that trunk expansion is associated with a cylindrical zone of diffuse secondary growth within ground and cortical parenchyma and with production of a large amount of wood containing both rays and growth increments concentrically around individual xylem strands by normal cambia. The xylem system accommodates expansion by tearing of individual strand interconnections during secondary development. This mode of growth seems indeterminate, capable of producing trees of large size and, despite some unique features, invites comparison with secondary development in some living monocots. Understanding the structure and growth of cladoxylopsids informs analysis of canopy competition within early forests with the potential to drive global processes.

Results

Cladoxylopsida

*Xinicaulis lignescens* gen. et sp. nov. Xu, Berry et Stein

*Diagnosis.* Trunk bases with large numbers of individual cauline xylem strands in two concentric, closely spaced alternating cylinders: attached inward to anastomosing network of medullary xylem strands and outward to multiple adventitious roots departing downward from sides of cauliine strands; all embedded in parenchyma; extensive central pith in larger trunks; individual cauline strands compose primary xylem with concentric secondary xylem including rays and growth increments; primary xylem strand of roots terete in transverse section proximally becoming stellate; secondary xylem also present in medullary strands and roots.

*Etymology.* *Xin* referring to Xinjiang and meaning “new” in Mandarin; *caulis* Latin, stem; *lignescens* Latin, becoming woody.

*Holotype.* PB22119 (Fig. 3A).

Significance

The evolution of trees and forests in the Mid-Late Devonian Period, 393–359 million years ago, profoundly transformed the terrestrial environment and atmosphere. The oldest fossil trees belong to the Cladoxylopsida. Their water-conducting system is a ring of hundreds of individual strands of xylem (water-conducting cells) that are interconnected in many places. Using anatomically preserved trunks, we show how these trees could grow to a large size by the production of large amounts of soft tissues and new wood around the individual xylem strands and by a controlled structural collapse at the expanding base. We have discovered a complex tree growth strategy unique in Earth history, but with some similarity to that of living palms.
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Other material. Two blocks from a 70-cm-diameter trunk, PB22120, PB22121 (Fig. 3B and Fig. S1A). Locality, age, and horizon. Bulongguoer Reservoir, Hoxtolgay Town, Xinjiang, Northwest China. Loose blocks, volcaniclastic Zhulunmute Formation, Frasian (Late Devonian) (17) (Fig. S2).

Xinicaulis is distinct from Eospermatopteris (12) because the cauline xylem strands form a double cylinder rather than a single cylinder.

Our observations are based on two key specimens. The smaller (Fig. 3A), prepared as serial sections (Fig. 4 and Fig. S3), has 29–38 individual cauline xylem strands forming a ring in transverse section ∼80 mm in diameter, surrounded by a zone of roots in cortical parenchyma up to 32 mm thick, preserved over a length of 100 mm. The larger is a 70-cm-diameter trunk (Figs. 2 and 3B and Fig. S1A) tapering upward, with the zone of roots up to 10 cm thick, indicating a cylinder of cauline strands of ∼50 cm in diameter (Fig. S1B).

Primary xylem strands consist of radially directed plates averaging 0.65 mm (small specimen, Fig. 5E) and 2.2 mm (large specimen) in radial extent and ∼0.2 mm tangentially. In transverse section, polygonal primary xylem cells are surrounded by up to 17 concentric increments of secondary xylem (Fig. 5D and E). Tracheids of secondary xylem are thick-walled and square to rectangular in transverse section with conspicuous pit canals (Fig. 5F). Growth increments in the secondary xylem have up to 13 cells in each file (Fig. 5E). Uniseriate rays (Fig. 5G and H), including some with ray tracheids (Fig. 5I), are present. In the large specimen, cauline xylem strands consisting of both primary and secondary xylem average 12.4 mm tangentially, with impressive evidence of large secondary expansion (Fig. 5D).

In the smaller trunk, the number of cauline xylem strands increases distally by branching, indicating an obconical primary body (Fig. S4). Primary xylem plates are observed to divide radially (Figs. 3A, S, and 5A), but resultant strands become situated in an oblique fashion distally, taking on an alternate arrangement in two concentric cylinders (Fig. 3A). We interpret this specimen to represent the trunk very near its base showing upward increasing size and complexity of the primary body (epidogenetic growth), similar in this way to that previously demonstrated for the base of Piezschia (18). The large specimen appears part of a trunk with an estimated ∼130 cauline xylem strands (Fig. S1B). This specimen likely represents a more distal part of the basal trunk, where the
number of primary xylem plates had increased by further divisions during primary growth.

There is abundant evidence of subsequent modification of the primary body through extensive dilatation (19, 20), or diffusely distributed growth. Below and above the dichotomies of primary xylem plates, normal concentric growth of secondary xylem around the primary xylem plates is observed (Fig. 6B, levels B1 and B4). At the level of the more-or-less equal dichotomy, subplates of the primary xylem are often separated by 2–3 mm, with parenchyma and new files of secondary xylem filling the space between them (Figs. 5A and 6B, level B2). The parenchyma cells are notably elongated in the direction of subplate separation, indicating relative tension (21) in the tissue between subplates (Figs. 5A and 6F, level A7r, and Fig. S6F).

Medullary xylem strands (Fig. 3A, M), which both dichotomize and join with other strands distally, show similar formation of elongate parenchyma under tension, including between distally joined strands (Figs. 5C and 6G, level A7r, and Fig. S6). Medullary substrands often show prodigious numbers of new files of secondary xylem and form irregular shapes (Figs. 3 and 5C).

Our interpretation of these observations is that the cauline xylem strands have been physically pulled apart, with resulting splits propagating from the dichotomies and unions both proximally and distally during further development (Fig. 6C and G). This is made possible by proliferating parenchyma, for which there is clear evidence, in regions surrounding the strands and substrands. In this context, it is interesting to note that cortical and ground tissue parenchyma between cauline xylem strands show variable tension or compression (Fig. 5D), but no systematic crushing of mature primary tissues as might have been expected given the volume of secondary xylem produced (7, 21, 22). All of the evidence therefore strongly suggests that the cauline vascular system and trunk as a whole increased in radial dimension.
Fig. 5. Transverse and longitudinal sections of X. lignescens gen. et sp. nov. from the Upper Devonian of Xinjiang, Northwest China. (A) Transverse section of acropetally dichotomizing cauline xylem strand 2 during basipetal splitting. Note profusion of parenchyma cells within split and proliferation of wood via lateral addition of files of secondary xylem at outer margin of developing split. Similar to Fig. 6B, slice B2. Outside of trunk is orientated down page. PB22119-B3. (B) Enlargement of the left central area of parenchyma in Fig. 5A showing pronounced elongation of the cells parallel to separation of the splitting strand and detail of addition of secondary xylem files. (C) Acropetal splitting of acropetally joining medullary strands near cauline strand 20, showing secondary growth of xylem and elongation of parenchyma cells. See Fig. 6G, slice A7r. Outside of trunk is to the left. For context, see Fig. S5. PB22119-C2. (D) Acropetal splitting of acropetally joining medullary strands near cauline strand 20, showing secondary growth of xylem and elongation of parenchyma cells. See Fig. 6G, slice A7r. Outside of trunk is to the left. For context, see Fig. S5. PB22119-C2. (E) Elliptical primary xylem plate and first growth ring in transverse section of a small trunk, cauline strand 31. PB22119-C2. (F) Secondary xylem tracheids in transverse view; radial plane is vertical on page. Note the rectangular outline of each cell, thick walls, and pits on radial walls. PB22119-C2. (G) Transverse section of cauline xylem strand 31 showing ray tracheid. PB22119-C3. (H) Tangential section of a ray five cells high. PB22119-C5. (I) Transverse section of cauline xylem strand 31 showing ray tracheid (left). PB22119-C4.

Fig. 6. X. lignescens gen. et sp. nov. from the Upper Devonian of Xinjiang, Northwest China. Splitting of xylem strands during enlargement of trunk. PB22119. (A) Distally divided cauline primary xylem strand. (B) Series through the dichotomy of cauline strand 12 with secondary growth (Fig. S5). (C) Interpretation of B showing that pulling apart of the daughter xylem strands has caused a crack to be propagated basipetally. Development and proliferation of secondary xylem have kept pace with the splitting at the level of the cambium, but an area of parenchyma has developed under relative tension within the space delimited by the primary and secondary xylem. (D–F) Developmental history of transverse section of xylem strand at level indicated by arrow in A–C. (D) Primary xylem only. (E) One growth increment of secondary xylem. Secondary xylem and vascular cambium have proliferated. (F) Further separation. Parenchyma cells developing in gap between the separating halves of the strand show elongation under relative tension in the orientation indicated by double-headed arrow. Black: primary xylem; light gray: secondary xylem; thick black line: vascular cambium. Dashed line: growth increment; white area: parenchyma. (G) Series between interconnected medullary strands (blue) and cauline strand 20. Orange: adventitious root. Series drawn from slices A6–A8 (Fig. S6); suffix "r" means bottom of slice, drawing reversed. Thickness of slices ~8 mm, the distance between facing slabs (e.g., A6r–A7) is about 3 mm allowing for saw cut, grinding, and etching. Outer medullary trace shows departure from the cauline strand (A8) and its distal connection with another inner medullary strand (A7). The series shows that the medullary strands are splitting apart acropetally as the inner medullary strand is "pulled" toward the pith, evidenced by the formation and elongation (double-headed arrow) of parenchyma in the gap between the separating strands. The strand continues to split acropetally along a tangentially oriented crack (sections A7–A6r, dashed white line).
over time in a form of secondary development by means of diffuse secondary growth with parenchyma comprising a large proportion or even the bulk of new tissues produced. The increase in distance between the individual cauline and medullary strands caused by this expansion is therefore most manifest at the interconnections, where it can be accommodated only by physical tearing of the xylem. The relative number of interconnections in the medullary xylem strands and their complex topology compared with the cauline strands is likely responsible for the more damaged and irregular appearance of the medullary strands, as they have been subjected to a higher incidence of tearing at the nodes.

Tissues interpreted as phloem were incompletely preserved in small patches next to some xylem strands and have been observed in transverse section only. Some cells are formed in radial files, suggesting a secondary origin. This will be subject to further investigation.

Roots originate adventitiously from the outer and tangential surface of secondary xylem growth increments of the cauline strands (Figs. 3A, R, 4, 5D, and 6C), travel steeply down through an outer zone of parenchyma (Fig. 4), frequently divide (Fig. 3), and display growth increments of secondary xylem (Figs. 3 and 5D). Primary xylem is small and terete initially, but further from the point of origin becomes increasingly stellate (Fig. 3 and Fig. S1A).

Branch traces are not observed. However, many transverse sections of cauline xylem strands show a groove on the outermost surface (Figs. 3 and 5D, T) in line with, and as deep as, the primary xylem plate, which may represent disruption to the cambium caused by the presence of branch traces. Evidence of the traces themselves are presumed to have been destroyed at these lower levels by secondary modification of most tissues of the trunk.

**Discussion**

Our results indicate that the large size of *Xinicaulis* on a scale equivalent to *Eospermatopteris* was accomplished by a unique form of secondary development, facilitated primarily by a long-acting cylindrical zone of diffuse secondary growth in ground and inner cortical tissues of the base and main trunk. Although similar to some monocots in general behavior (23), secondary growth in the stems of *Xinicaulis* did not produce distinctive radial files of parenchyma or additional vascular strands. Instead, continued activity served only to increase overall volume of the stem via mostly unoriented parenchyma and created patterned fracturing of the vascular strands at primary xylem dichotomies in both proximal and distal directions. Since increase in tissue volume has important consequences, both physiological and structural, it seems very likely that all cladoxylopsid plants of tree size using this mode of growth of necessity would have a hollow pith (Fig. 3B and Fig. S1B). In addition, *Xinicaulis* is also associated with an equally unusual form of secondary development in which radial files of secondary xylem are produced by cambia around individual cauline strands, medullary strands, and roots rather than forming a single solid cylinder as generally expected in seed plants. Secondary xylem greatly increased both conductive capacity and support presumably to keep pace with increasing size of the plant during development. It is interesting to note that cell walls of the secondary xylem in *Xinicaulis* are unusually thick, for example, compared with *Callixylon* (the trunk of the progonosperm tree *Archaeopteris*) from the same locality (Fig. S7), possibly indicating relatively greater importance of support over conductive capacity in a fibrous plant body overall (and suggesting a significant capacity for cladoxylopsids to drawn-down atmospherical carbon).

The manner of secondary development in *Xinicaulis* seems potentially indeterminate and thus capable of producing trees of very large size. This invites close comparison with *Eospermatopteris*, with stumps showing similar size and taper as our largest Chinese specimen and with a similar construction of the xylem system including longitudinal cauline xylem strands, anastomosing medullary xylem strands, central pith, and external adventitious roots (12–14). Fragmentary coalified, but clearly formerly woody, xylem strands have also been found preserved within *Eospermatopteris* casts (Fig. 1). However, unlike in the large Xinjiang *Xinicaulis* specimen, the very bottom of the trunk is clearly represented. Our observations of *Eospermatopteris* suggest the initially upright, upward-dichotomizing, upward-expanding part of the vascular system produced during early development may end up as a radially expanded horizontally almost flattened disk (Fig. 1D) in larger trees due to continued lateral diffuse secondary growth combined with longitudinal structural failure with increasing size over time (Fig. 7).

By contrast, other cladoxylopsid trees such as *Pietzschia* so far exhibit only primary growth and retain an intact, partially vascularized pith (10, 11). If representative of determinate development, it seems likely that these examples adopted a tree fern strategy (18) whereby upward increasing complexity and size of the primary body (epidogenesis) was supported by an ever-enlarging root mantle. However, given what we know at this point in time, there is no

---

**Fig. 7.** *X. lignescens* gen. et sp. nov. Schematic model of development showing the position of the blocks describe in this paper. A developmental model showing three growth stages of the trunk in lateral (Upper) and basal (Lower) view. Colors show primary cauline xylem strands formed in a time series from the growing apex. (A) Juvenile stage: the primary body has grown sufficiently to produce about 30 cauline strands by upward dichotomy of individual strands. (B) Intermediate stage with further enlargement of the primary body and a maximum number of cauline xylem strands produced (black lines). (C) Mature stage with maximum secondary growth of cauline xylem strands to produce large diameter trunk. In this model, suggested here by C. M. Berry and W. E. Stein based on observations on *Eospermatopteris* from New York, the upward-dichotomizing cauline and medullary xylem system is gradually incorporated into the almost flat expanding base (Fig. 1D). The alternative, a tree-fern like basal system, as found in *Pietzschia* with primary growth only (18), is considered unlikely in such a large trunk. Sp indicates the hypothetical position of the small trunk specimen with largely only primary growth, and Ss indicates the position of the same specimen with secondary growth as illustrated in this paper. Lp indicates the hypothetical position of the large trunk specimen with largely only primary growth, and Ls indicates the position of the large specimen following secondary growth as illustrated in this paper.
reason to preclude intermediate conditions with various degrees of secondary development and a concomitant shift in support strategy.

Most intriguing, perhaps, is the obvious convergence in form and development between *Xinicaulis*, and by implication some other cladoxylopsids, and living tree-form monocot angiosperms, such as palms, to be contrasted with “true” secondary development via a single well-organized vascular cambium as seen in most lignophytes. Although unique in significant respects (production of secondary xylem around each vascular strand via a normal vascular cambium and patterned fracture of the primary xylem architecture during secondary development), the general mode of development of *Xinicaulis* is nevertheless eminently recognizable among modern forms. The model of both primary and secondary development in cladoxylopsids that we propose closely follows a long-standing view by Eckhardt (24; also cited in ref. 19, p. 390), so much so that nothing ad hoc seems necessary. Although strikingly similar, it is also reasonably clear that cladoxylopsids and palms evolved these features independently (7), so an analogy in growth can be carried also reasonably clear that cladoxylopsids and palms evolved these features independently (7), so an analogy in growth can be carried

---

**Materials and Methods**

We predominantly studied thick transverse and longitudinal sections of the silicified trunks. These were cut by saw and then polished by hand on a grinding wheel or on a vibrating lap to give a uniform black finish. The exposed surfaces were etched for 45–90 s in hydrofluoric acid (HF) in a dedicated HF fume hood. Testing of these samples showed that there was no need to pretreat the material in HCl to remove carbonates as none were present. The reaction with HF resulted in the carbonized cellulose being clearly visible against the white frosted silica. The sections were subsequently rinsed in water with the runoff neutralized in supersaturated sodium carbonate solution. After neutralization, the specimens were further washed in running water for several hours and then air-dried. Standard protocols and personal protective equipment for HF work were adopted while handling HF and HF-contaminated specimens. The dry specimens were photographed with a Nikon D800 camera and 60-mm macro lens or Leica M12 microscope. Some small thin sections were ground by hand using traditional techniques to study histological details. They were photographed using a Leica DMR compound microscope and Leica cameras. Measurements were made using Leica LAS software.

All specimens were deposited in the Nanjing Institute of Geology and Palaeontology, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Nanjing, China, with the prefix PB.
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